


January 1st
For millions of young people in developed 

countries, this is a day of celebration and 

self-reflection.

More than half of millennial women made 

self care their New Year's resolution in 2018.

https://www.shape.com/lifestyle/mind-and-body/more-half-millenial-women-made-self-care-their-new-years-resolution-2018



January 1st
January 1st is the birthday refugees are given 

when they can’t prove their identity.

January 1st is a constant reminder of their 

displacement.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/in-afghanistan-its-everyones-birthday/



January 1st has two sides of self-reflection; 
whilst we make our New Year’s resolutions, 

9.18 million refugees are mourning the death 
of their identity.



New Year Resolutions for Refugee Restitution
We’ll bring a new perspective to New Year's resolutions by encouraging our audiences to donate theirs and stand in 

solidarity with women who are fighting for their real identity and learning to love themselves again



Organic reach

Our current network of celebrities 

and influencers and own social 

pages will spark the conversation 

in the lead up to New Year's Eve

Image: The Lotus Flower Instagram



EXERCISE MORE $19 MENTAL HEALTH $19 BE CREATIVE $40

01/01 – New Year's RESOLUTIONS FOR REFUGEE RESTITUTION Owned assets

Use an already existing asset –

The Lotus Flower website 

We know that there is a 400% 

margin increase when you sell 

direct from your website

Image: The Lotus Flower Website, Cannes Young Lions Media Briefing



Open Continuity

The Lotus Flower event at the end of the year can become a yearly 

opportunity for our supporters and ambassadors to donate their 

New Year’s resolutions in person



Through social alone we can reach a total audience potential 
of 2.6million using just 10 of our influencers posting once each

Even if our conversion rate for our audience is as low as 1.3% 
of our estimated reach, we still sell 2,500 t-shirts

2,500 shirts = One new Outreach Centre in Bangladesh

A grassroots campaign that uses New Year’s 
resolutions as a trigger, 

and 0% media budget

7% view rate for organic posts means we are guaranteed to reach 187,000 people; 
1.3% calculated from the total 187,000 organic reach 



Why this works To the future and beyond

We’re reframing an important date in the 

calendar. 

Millions of people seta  New Year’s 

resolution, giving us millions of triggers for 

The Lotus Flower.

Finally, it doesn’t rely on media investment 

to get started.

Facebook New 

Year’s events

Morning TV

Event 

publishers and 

organisers

Times square!

2,500 shirts
$50k

PR

1,000 shirts
$20k

350 shirts
$7k


